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ABSTRACT:

Green areas such as natural parks provide citizens with a number of health and leisure benefits, often accessible with a few minutes of travel from urban centres. Moreover, the natural heritage enclosed in most green areas plays a pivotal role also in the economic integrity of these territories by driving local growth thanks to the establishment of tourism activities. In this context, the monitoring of both visitors and dwellers fluxes, as well as destination preferences, is key to provide land managers with critical information to shape local management and promotion strategies. This paper presents a preliminary investigation on the use of citizen-generated geodata -provided by Facebook- to empower the generation of space- and time-resolved insights into people fluxes in natural parks through a comparison with neighbouring urbanized areas. The Insubria region, a historical-geographical area between Northern Italy and Southern Switzerland, is considered a case study. Facebook users’ population and movements data are analysed to identify trends and metrics on fluxes and support the estimation of the recreational and tourism value of natural parks. Results are presented as graphs and summary statistics and discussed according to their possible integration into territorial management and promotional practices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Green areas located within or nearby heavily urbanized territories provide countless benefits to communities including leisure, health and psychological supports to citizens who have access to them (Markevych et al., 2017). Furthermore, where green areas include natural parks or valuable natural heritage, local economic growth is likely to occur thanks to ventures connected to outdoor activities and tourism, which in turn is key for generating political support for green areas (Di Minin et al., 2015). Nevertheless, promotion and management of wide green areas such as natural parks are often resource-demanding while remaining key to their conservation and marketing. Critical to most promotion and management operations is the availability of data enabling to assess human-environment relationships (Oleśniewicz et al., 2020), including e.g. visitors’ fluxes, that are pivotal to the economic integrity of these areas but also a primary stress of the ecological heritage thereof. In view of the above, the consideration of novel data sources, such as citizen-generated and social media data, to hold up green areas monitoring and planning may provide a cost-effective mean to fill informational gaps on the actual people’s interactions with green areas (Hausmann et al., 2018) by stimulating and supporting tailored promotion and management strategies (Wood et al., 2013).

To that end, this study preliminary investigates applications of citizen-generated geodata, namely records of users’ population and movements provided by Facebook (Facebook, 2021), as a complementary data source for the monitoring of natural parks. The main purpose is to infer people fluxes (visitors and dwellers) through space and time by attempting also to derive metrics on natural parks recreational and tourism value, through a comparison with neighbouring areas. The target data source provide the study with space- and time-resolved observations from which trends were inferred by means of exploratory statistical analyses.

The study focuses on the Insubria region (see Figure 1), a historical-geographical area that stretches between Northern Italy and Southern Switzerland, where the potential of tourism in the green areas is not fully exploited. This because of the fragmented political and management context of the area that extends across different local and national jurisdictions. The study is developed in the framework of the INSUBRIPARKS project, funded by the Interreg program of the European Union, which aims at increasing tourism attractiveness of the Insubria region through the provision of physical infrastructure as well as integrated marketing and management strategies for the Insubria natural parks (Oxoli et al., 2019).

The paper continues as follow. Section 2 introduces the data sources and datasets considered in the study. Data processing is described in Section 3. Section 4 includes overviews and discussion of the achieved results whereas conclusions and future directions of the work are reported in Section 5.

2. CITIZEN-GENERATED GEODATA: THE FACEBOOK DATA FOR GOOD INITIATIVE

The analysis of population and mobility trends across the Insubria region was performed by exploiting aggregated users’ population and movements data provided by the Facebook Data for Good initiative (Facebook, 2021). The main purpose of this initiative is to empower researchers and policymakers with near-real-time and georeferenced information on a global scale to address, primarily, humanitarian issues such as disaster response and disease prevention. Data are derived by the users’
generated records stream into the Facebook social media platform that includes users’ location and conversation topics. Privacy protection is ensured for the distributed data by spatial aggregation of individuals records. The initiative started in 2018 while a significant increase in its users’ community has been registered due to the COVID-19 pandemic, for which specific datasets have been developed and released. Beyond emergencies response, these data are promising also for a wider range of applications connected to human-environment interactions by supplying space- and time-resolved information representative of a large community, such as the one of Facebook that today counts 2.8 billion active users worldwide.

Focusing on the proposed study, two among the available Facebook Data for Good dataset were considered and the data collection on the Insubria region was activated upon a specific request of the authors to the data provider. The first dataset is called Facebook Population Maps and consists of aggregated information of people using the Facebook app on their mobile devices (with location history turned on) and provides counts of users that stay within a specific location in a defined time interval. The second is called Movements Maps and, under the same assumption of the Population Maps, provides counts of users’ movements between locations in a defined time interval (Heo et al., 2020). Aggregated records of both population and movements are available with a time resolution of eight hours. The raw data are provided in CSV format.

Data locations refer to pixels of geographic grids derived from the Bing tile map system (Maas et al., 2019) in the WSG84 reference system. The spatial grid resolution for the Insubria region was approximately 0.8 km for the population data and 1.7 km for movements data (see Figure 1). The different spatial resolution is due to the computational time required by the Facebook servers to generate the two datasets within the defined time unit of eight hours. Movements counts imply pairwise analysis between locations (i.e. between origin and destination pixels) while population counts are performed looking at a single location. Inevitably, the former operation is more complex than the latter thus resulting in a lower resolution for movements data. In fact, the servers automatically increase the spatial unit size to conclude the operation on time. The available resolution also depends on the extent of the study region for which a collection is activated. This means that the larger the study region, the lower is the resolution of the datasets for the same tradeoff explained above.

The period May 6th - December 1st 2020 was considered for this study. The analysis dataset was composed of two collections of 627 CSV files (one every eight hours) for both the users’ population and movements (see figures 2 and 3). Users’ movements for a single pixel (in every eight-hour time slot) were computed as the sum of movement records having as destination the pixel, minus the records having as origin the pixel but a different destination. In this way, a single value for each pixel was considered by producing a dataset comparable to the users’ population one.

Additional spatial layers were used to perform the analysis. In particular, the 2018 CORINE Land Cover (CLC) raster grid at 100 m resolution (Büttner et al., 2017) was considered as a reference to assess users’ population and movements trends by principal landcover classes. A vector layer of the Insubria natural parks was included to assess trends within these areas and compare them with land cover classes trends (see Figure 1). Finally, the 2015 Global Human Settlement Population (GHS-Pop) raster grid at 250 m resolution (Schiavina et al., 2019) was used to estimate the resident population in the study area. These estimates were used to approximately deduce the representativeness of the average Facebook users’ population with respect to the actual one (see Table 1).

Data locations refer to pixels of geographic grids derived from the Bing tile map system (Maas et al., 2019) in the WSG84 reference system. The spatial grid resolution for the Insubria region was approximately 0.8 km for the population data and 1.7 km for movements data (see Figure 1). The different spatial resolution is due to the computational time required by the Facebook servers to generate the two datasets within the defined time unit of eight hours. Movements counts imply pairwise analysis between locations (i.e. between origin and destination pixels) while population counts are performed looking at a single location. Inevitably, the former operation is more complex than the latter thus resulting in a lower resolution for movements data. In fact, the servers automatically increase the spatial unit size to conclude the operation on time. The available resolution also depends on the extent of the study region for which a collection is activated. This means that the larger the study region, the lower is the resolution of the datasets for the same tradeoff explained above.

The period May 6th - December 1st 2020 was considered for this study. The analysis dataset was composed of two collections of 627 CSV files (one every eight hours) for both the users’ population and movements (see figures 2 and 3). Users’ movements for a single pixel (in every eight-hour time slot) were computed as the sum of movement records having as destination the pixel, minus the records having as origin the pixel but a different destination. In this way, a single value for each pixel was considered by producing a dataset comparable to the users’ population one.

Additional spatial layers were used to perform the analysis. In particular, the 2018 CORINE Land Cover (CLC) raster grid at 100 m resolution (Büttner et al., 2017) was considered as a reference to assess users’ population and movements trends by principal land cover classes. A vector layer of the Insubria natural parks was included to assess trends within these areas and compare them with land cover classes trends (see Figure 1).

Finally, the size in percentage of the Facebook users’ population with respect to the actual resident population was computed exploiting the GHS-Pop raster grid that supplied an estimation of the people count in the study region (Schiavina et al., 2019) that was used to estimate the resident population in the study area. These estimates were used to approximately deduce the representativeness of the average Facebook users’ population with respect to the actual one (see Table 1).

To ensure the privacy of the distributed data by spatial aggregation of individuals records, the initiative started in 2018 while a significant increase in its users’ community has been registered due to the COVID-19 pandemic, for which specific datasets have been developed and released. Beyond emergencies response, these data are promising also for a wider range of applications connected to human-environment interactions by supplying space- and time-resolved information representative of a large community, such as the one of Facebook that today counts 2.8 billion active users worldwide.

Focusing on the proposed study, two among the available Facebook Data for Good dataset were considered and the data collection on the Insubria region was activated upon a specific request of the authors to the data provider. The first dataset is called Facebook Population Maps and consists of aggregated information of people using the Facebook app on their mobile devices (with location history turned on) and provides counts of users that stay within a specific location in a defined time interval. The second is called Movements Maps and, under the same assumption of the Population Maps, provides counts of users’ movements between locations in a defined time interval (Heo et al., 2020). Aggregated records of both population and movements are available with a time resolution of eight hours. The raw data are provided in CSV format.

Data locations refer to pixels of geographic grids derived from the Bing tile map system (Maas et al., 2019) in the WSG84 reference system. The spatial grid resolution for the Insubria region was approximately 0.8 km for the population data and 1.7 km for movements data (see Figure 1). The different spatial resolution is due to the computational time required by the Facebook servers to generate the two datasets within the defined time unit of eight hours. Movements counts imply pairwise analysis between locations (i.e. between origin and destination pixels) while population counts are performed looking at a single location. Inevitably, the former operation is more complex than the latter thus resulting in a lower resolution for movements data. In fact, the servers automatically increase the spatial unit size to conclude the operation on time. The available resolution also depends on the extent of the study region for which a collection is activated. This means that the larger the study region, the lower is the resolution of the datasets for the same tradeoff explained above.

The period May 6th - December 1st 2020 was considered for this study. The analysis dataset was composed of two collections of 627 CSV files (one every eight hours) for both the users’ population and movements (see figures 2 and 3). Users’ movements for a single pixel (in every eight-hour time slot) were computed as the sum of movement records having as destination the pixel, minus the records having as origin the pixel but a different destination. In this way, a single value for each pixel was considered by producing a dataset comparable to the users’ population one.

Additional spatial layers were used to perform the analysis. In particular, the 2018 CORINE Land Cover (CLC) raster grid at 100 m resolution (Büttner et al., 2017) was considered as a reference to assess users’ population and movements trends by principal land cover classes. A vector layer of the Insubria natural parks was included to assess trends within these areas and compare them with land cover classes trends (see Figure 1).

Finally, the size in percentage of the Facebook users’ population with respect to the actual resident population was computed exploiting the GHS-Pop raster grid that supplied an estimation of the people count in the study region (Schiavina et al., 2019).
This information depicts the approximate representativeness of the Facebook users’ population sample that is functional to the discussion of the analysis results. The choice of using this particular dataset format instead of traditional census data is supported by two reasons. The main reason is that the boundaries of the study region (as well as the ones of the CLC classes and natural parks patches) do not overlap with any existing census tracks, which is the reference area unit adopted by the national statistic bureaus to distribute census statistics. The second reason is that the Insubria region is located across the international border between Italy and Switzerland so affecting the availability of consistent census data covering the whole area.

The information on representativeness of the Facebook users’ population sample, computed separately for each CLC class and for natural park areas is included in Table 1. Results of the analysis are presented and discussed in the following section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artificial surfaces</th>
<th>3.3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural areas</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest and semi-natural areas</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural parks</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole area</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Representativeness of the average Facebook users’ population, expressed as a percentage of the estimated resident population in the Insubria region per CLC classes and natural park areas. The resident population is estimated using the 2015 GHS-POP raster grid at 250 m resolution (Schiavina et al., 2019).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results include time-series graphs and summary statistics of users’ population and mobility trends across the Insubria region. Experiments were run by grouping movements timeseries according to the pixels underlying CLC classes or natural park areas, as well as recording time such as days of the week. Trends were investigated in terms of patterns and percentage changes to provide insightful comparisons between diverse extension and population abundances characterizing Insubria region CLC classes and natural park areas.

Full time-series of the two considered variables are reported in figures 2 and 3. Summer holidays effect, between July and August, both on users’ population and movements is clearly visible as a drop in the time-series graphs. Only water bodies areas showed a marked opposite trend which denotes the attractiveness of this peculiar territorial feature especially for summer-time recreational and tourism activities.

A widespread co-location of the largest users’ movements records within all CLC classes and natural park areas was observed during weekends, as shown in Figure 4. Namely, average users’ movements during weekends (Saturday and Sunday) increase above 10% than the weekdays’ baseline (Monday to Friday) within all CLC classes and natural park areas, as reported in Table 2. These increases are higher in water bodies and natural park areas providing insight into their appeal than e.g. artificial and agricultural areas for recreational weekends activities. By considering weekdays and weekends for users’ population records, trends are instead different between CLC classes and natural park areas, as shown in Figure 5. The sharp decreases registered in the artificial surfaces CLC class and (mostly during the transition between weekdays and weekend) in agricultural and forest areas, outline outflows of people from those places. As for the movements, the users’ population showed an opposite trend in water bodies but also in natural park areas. This provides evidence of the recreational and tourism value also for natural parks which was less apparent observing users’
movements only.

![Graph: Average users' movements by day of the week in each CLC class and natural park areas of the Insubria region.](image)

**Figure 4.** Average users’ movements by day of the week in each CLC class and natural park areas of the Insubria region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artificial surfaces</th>
<th>-1,9%</th>
<th>10,2%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural areas</td>
<td>-0,3%</td>
<td>12,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest and semi-natural areas</td>
<td>0,2%</td>
<td>12,9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>6,9%</td>
<td>13,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural parks</td>
<td>1,4%</td>
<td>13,9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Whole area** | -1,16% | 11,01%

Table 2. Relative changes in percentage of average users’ population and movements in weekends with respect to weekdays.

In principle, quantitative measures of people fluxes could be derived by the analysis of actual values of the time-series, coupled with the computed representativeness of the Facebook users’ population sample (Oleśniewicz et al., 2020). However, the aim of this preliminary study was to examine the suitability of citizen-generated geodata, such as the Facebook users’ population and movements records, as a complementary asset to territorial management, by searching for proof of their utility in the characterization of space-time people’s fluxes. Results provided a substantial positive answer to the underlying research question.

**5. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, the use of citizen-generated geodata for the analysis of space-time trends of people fluxes in the Insubria region was investigated. In particular, Facebook users’ population and movements data were exploited to infer underlying differences in the use of natural park areas with respect to neighbouring urbanized areas and other landscapes within the study region. Preliminary results outlined that the considered citizen-generated geodata are informative for space-time trends characterization and capable of supply metrics of people fluxes across territories that are difficult to retrieve using traditional monitoring tools, such as surveys (Hausmann et al., 2018). The representativeness of the adopted data remains questionable due to the size of the Facebook users’ sample which represents only a small portion of the resident population. Furthermore, tracking of individuals is not meant by the Facebook data thus making it hard to discern between Insubria region dwellers and external visitor fluxes. However, the availability of information at high space and time resolutions on destination preferences, as well as seasonal/weekly people fluxes variations, may open new rooms toward effective and evidence-based local territorial management actions.

It is worth noticing that the study region was affected by COVID-19 mobility restrictions mainly during the fall season between mid of October and December. However, milder restrictions to both national and international travel were ongoing also during the spring and summer periods. Hence, the data on users’ population and mobility might be biased if compared with the pre-pandemic scenario. Investigation on differences with the pre-pandemic period was not carried out in this work due to lack of data, while it may be considered for future developments of the study.

Finally, the development of user-friendly data management tools for data collection, storage and processing remain key to allow also not expert data consumers to take advantage of these modern data resources. To that end, future directions of this work will focus also on testing alternative open-source data tooling such as the Open Data Cube (https://www.
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opendatacube.org) to cases recursive data operations, including space-time aggregations, which were largely exploited in this preliminary study.
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